
COMPUTING CONCEPTS

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 The term Computer fluent

 How computer fluent make student a savvy computer user and consumer

 Computer fluent help student in a career

 How computer fluent help student understand and take advantage of future technologies

 Kinds of challenges do computers bring to a digital society and how does becoming computer

fluent help student deal with these challenges

 Computer and its four main functions?

 Difference between data and information

 Bits & Bytes

 Computer hardware

 Main types of software student find in a computer

 Kinds of computers.

Definition/Overview:

Application Software: The set of programs on a computer that helps a user carry out tasks

such as word processing, sending e-mail, balancing a budget, creating presentations, editing

photos, taking an online course, and playing games.

Artificial Intelligence (Ai): The science that attempts to produce computers that display the

same type of reasoning and intelligence that humans do.

Binary Digit (Or Bit): Adigit that corresponds to the on and off states of a computer's

switches. A bit contains either a value of 0 or 1.

Central Processing Unit (CPU): The part of the system unit of a computer that is

responsible for data processing (or the "brains" of the computer); it is the largest and most

important chip in the computer. It controls all the functions performed by the computer's

other components and processes all the commands issued to it by software instructions.
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Mainframes: Large, expensive computers that support hundreds or thousands of users

simultaneously.

Server: A computer that provides resources to other computers on a network.

Software: The set of computer programs or instructions that tells the computer what to do

and enables it to perform different tasks.

Storage Devices: Devices such as hard disk drives, floppy disk drives, and CD drives for

storing data and information.

Supercomputers: Specially designed computers that can perform complex calculations

extremely rapidly. They are used in situations where complex models requiring intensive

mathematical calculations are needed (such as weather forecasting or atomic energy

research).

System Software: The set of programs that enables a computer's hardware devices and

application software to work together; it includes the operating system and utility programs.

System Unit: The metal or plastic case that holds all the physical parts of the computer

together, including the computer's processor (its brains), its memory, and the many circuit

boards that help the computer function.

Computer fluency goes way beyond knowing how to use a mouse and send e-mail. If student

are computer fluent, student understand the capabilities and limitations of computers and

know how to use them wisely. Being computer fluent also enables student to make informed

purchasing decisions, use computers in their career, understand and take advantage of future

technologies, and understand the many ethical, legal, and societal implications of technology

today.

Key Points:

By understanding how a computer is constructed and how its various parts function, studentll

be able to get the most out of their computer. Among other things, studentll be able to avoid
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hackers, viruses, and Internet headaches; protect their privacy; separate the real risks from

those student dont have to worry about; be able to maintain, upgrade, and troubleshoot their

computer; and make good purchasing decisions.

1. Becoming computer fluent help student in a career

As computers become more a part of our daily lives, it is difficult to imagine any career that

does not use computers in some fashion. Understanding how to use computers effectively

will help student be a more productive and valuable employee, no matter which profession

student choose.

2. Becoming computer fluent

The world is changing every day, and many changes are a result of new computer

technologies. Understanding how todays computers function should help student utilize

technology effectively now. And by understanding computers and how they work today,

student can contribute to the technologies of tomorrow.

3. The challenges do computers bring to a digital society

Although computers offer us a world of opportunities, they also pose ethical, legal, and moral

challenges and questions. Being computer fluent enables student to form educated opinions

on these issues and to take stands based on accurate information rather than media hype and

misinformation.

4. Computer and its four main functions

Computers are data processing devices. They help organize, sort, and categorize data to turn

it into information. The computers four major functions are (1) it gathers data (or allows users

to input data); (2) it processes that data (performs calculations or some other manipulation of

the data); (3) it outputs data or information (displays information in a form suitable for the

user); and (4) it stores data and information for later use.

5. Difference between data and information

Data is a representation of a fact or idea. The number 3 and the words televisions or Sony are

pieces of data. Information is data that has been organized or presented in a meaningful
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fashion. An inventory list that indicates that 3 Sony televisions are in stock is processed

information. It allows a retail clerk to answer a customer query about the availability of

merchandise. Information is more powerful than raw data.

6. Bit and a byte

To process data into information, computers need to work in a language they understand.

This language, called binary language, consists of two numbers: 0 and 1. Each 0 and 1 is a

binary digit, or bit. Eight bits create one byte. In computers, each letter of the alphabet, each

number, and each special character consists of a unique combination of eight bits (one byte),

or a string of eight 0s and 1s. For describing large amounts of storage capacity, the terms

kilobyte (approximately 1,000 bytes) megabyte (approximately one million bytes), and

gigabyte (approximately one billion bytes) are used.

7. Hardware

Hardware is any part of the computer student can touch. Most computers have input devices

that student use to input data into their computer. Those components that process that data are

located inside the system unit. They include the CPU (central processing unit), memory, and

motherboard. Output devices (such as monitors and printers) are used to display information

(after processing) in a format suitable for users. Finally, storage devices (such as hard disk

drives) are used to preserve data and information for future use.

8. The two main types of software

The two broad categories of software are application software and system software.

Application software is the set of programs student use on a computer to help student carry

out tasks (such as writing a letter). System software is the set of programs that enables their

computers hardware devices and application software to work together. The most common

type of system software is the operating system.

9. Different kinds of computers

Aside from PCs and Macs, studentll find mobile computing devices (such as laptops and

PDAs), as well as servers, mainframes, and supercomputers. Servers are computers that

provide resources to other computers connected in a network. Mainframes are large,
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expensive computers specifically designed to provide services to hundreds (or thousands) of

users at the same time. Supercomputers are designed to perform a small number of

calculations as rapidly as possible.

Topic : Looking At Computers: Understanding The Parts

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 devices to get data into the computer

 devices to get information out of the computer

 Front of system unit

 Back of system unit

 System unit interior

 How student set up their computer to avoid strain and injury

Definition/Overview:

Active-Matrix Displays: With a monitor using active-matrix technology, each pixel is

charged individually, as needed. The result is that an active-matrix display produces a clearer,

brighter image than a passive-matrix display.

Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT): Apicture tube device in a computer monitor; very similar to the

picture tube in a conventional television set. ACRT screen is a grid made up of millions of

pixels, or tiny dots. The pixels are illuminated by an electron beam that passes back and forth

across the back of the screen very quickly so that the pixels appear to glow continuously.

CD-ROM Drive: A drive for reading compact discs (CDs).

CD-RW Drive:A drive that can both read and write data to CDs.
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Central Processing Unit (CPU): The part of the system unit of a computer that is

responsible for data processing (or the "brains" of the computer); it is the largest and most

important chip in the computer. It controls all the functions performed by the computer's

other components and processes all the commands issued to it by software instructions.

Cold Boot: A complete power down and restart of a computer.

Connectivity Port : A port that enables the computer (or other device) to be connected to

other devices or systems such as networks, modems, and the Internet.

Control (Ctrl) Key: One of the function keys that is used in combination with other keys to

perform shortcuts and special tasks.

Cursor The flashing | symbol that indicates where the next character will be inserted.

Cursor Control Keys: The set of special keys on a keyboard, generally marked by arrows,

that move the cursor one space at a time, either up, down, left, or right within a document.

Other cursor control keys move the cursor up or down one full page or to the beginning or

end of a line.

Dot-Matrix Printer The first type of computer printer, which has tiny hammer-like keys that

strike the paper through an inked ribbon.

Dot Pitch: The diagonal distance, measured in millimeters, between pixels of the same color

on the screen. A smaller dot pitch means that there is less blank space between pixels, and

thus a sharper, clearer image.

Flash Devices: Devices sometimes referred to as jump drives or thumb drives, are the new

alternative to storing portable data. These devices are not much larger than their thumb, and

can hold upwards of 4 GB of data. Flash drives conveniently plug into universal serial bus

(USB) ports.

Flash Memory Card: A form of portable storage. This removable memory card is often used

in digital cameras, MP3 players, and personal digital assistants (PDAs).
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Floppy Disk Drive: Adrive bay for a floppy disk.

Network Interface Card (NIC): An expansion (or adapter) card that enables a computer to

connect with a network.

Nonimpact Printers:: Printers that spray ink or use laser beams to make marks on the paper.

The most common nonimpact printers are ink-jet and laser printers.

Nonvolatile Storage: Permanent storage, as in read-only memory (ROM).

Numeric Keypad: Section of a keyboard that enables a user to enter numbers quickly.

Optical Mouse: A mouse that uses an internal sensor or laser to control the mouse's

movement. The sensor sends signals to the computer, telling it where to move the pointer on

the screen.

Output Device: A device that sends processed data and information out of a computer in the

form of text, pictures (graphics), sounds (audio), and/or video.

Parallel Port: A port that sends data between devices in groups of bits at speeds of 92

kilobits per second (Kbps). Parallel ports are often used to connect printers to computers.

Passive-Matrix Displays: Computer monitor technology in which electrical current passes

through the liquid crystal solution and charges groups of pixels, either in a row or a column.

This causes the screen to brighten with each pass of electrical current and subsequently to

fade.

Peripheral Devices: Devices such as monitors, printers, and keyboards that connect to the

system unit through ports.

Pixels: Illuminated, tiny dots that create the images student seen on a computer monitor.
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Pixels are illuminated by an electron beam that passes back and forth across the back of the

screen very quickly-60 to 75 times a second-so that the pixels appear to glow continuously.

Plotters: Large printers that use a computercontrolled pen to produce oversize pictures that

require precise continuous lines to be drawn, such as in maps or architectural plans.

Port: An interface through which external devices are connected to the computer.

Standby Mode: When a computer's more power-hungry components, such as the monitor

and hard drive, are put in idle.

Stylus: A device used to tap or write on touch-sensitive screens.

System Unit: The metal or plastic case that holds all the physical parts of the computer

together, including the computer's processor (its brains), its memory, and the many circuit

boards that help the computer function.

Thermal Printer: A printer that works by either melting wax-based ink onto ordinary paper

(in a process called thermal wax transfer printing) or by burning dots onto specially coated

paper (in a process called direct thermal printing).

Toggle Key A keyboard key whose function changes each time it's pressed; it "toggles"

between two function.

Touchpad: A small, touch-sensitive screen at the base of the keyboard. To use the touchpad,

student simply move their finger across the pad to direct the cursor.

Trackball Mouse: A mouse with a rollerball on top instead of on the bottom. Because

student move the trackball with their fingers, it doesn't require much wrist motion, so it's

considered healthier for their wrists than a traditional mouse.

Trackpoint: A small, joystick-like nub that enables student to move the cursor with the tip of

their finger.
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An input device enables student to enter data (text, images, and sounds) and instructions (user

responses and commands) into the computer. You use keyboards to enter typed data and

commands, whereas student use the mouse to enter user responses and commands. Keyboards

are distinguished by the layout of the keys as well as the special keys found on the keyboard.

The most common keyboard is the QWERTY keyboard. However, over the years, there has

been some debate over what is the best layout for keyboards. The Dvorak keyboard is a

leader in alternative keyboards. The Dvorak keyboard puts the most commonly used letters in

the English language on Home Keys, the keys in the middle row of the keyboard.

Key Points:

1. Devices Uses to Get Data into the Computer

Notebook keyboards are more compact and have fewer keys than standard keyboards. Still, a

lot of the notebook keys have alternate functions so that student can get the same capabilities

from the limited number of keys as student do from the special keys on standard keyboards.

PDAs use the stylus instead of a keyboard. Most computers come with a standard rollerball

mouse, but student can also find optical mice, trackball mice, and wireless mice. In a

trackball mouse, the rollerball sits on top or on the side of the mouse so that student can move

the ball with their fingers. An optical mouse uses an internal sensor or laser to control the

mouses movement. Wireless mice use batteries and send data to the computer via radio or

light waves. Notebooks incorporate the mouse into the keyboard area. Notebook mice include

trackball mice, trackpoints, and touchpads. Microphones are the devices used to input sounds,

whereas scanners and digital cameras input nondigital text and images.

2. Devices Uses to Get Data out of the Computer

Output devices enable student to send processed data out of their computer. This can take the

form of text, pictures, sounds, and video. Monitors display soft copies of text, graphics, and

video, while printers create hard copies of text and graphics. There are two basic types of

monitors: CRTs and LCDs. If their monitor looks like an old TV set (not the new plasma

screen TVs), it has a picture tube device called a CRT (cathode-ray tube). If it is flat, its using
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LCD (liquid crystal display) technology. LCD monitors take up less space and are lighter and

more energy efficient than CRT monitors, making them perfect for portable computers.

However, CRT monitors are less expensive, have higher resolutions, can be viewed at an

angle, and offer better color quality. There are two primary categories of printers: impact and

nonimpact. Impact printers have hammer-like keys that strike the paper through an inked

ribbon. Nonimpact printers spray ink or use laser beams to transfer marks on the paper. The

most common nonimpact printers are inkjet printers and laser printers. Specialty printers are

also available. These include multifunction printers, plotters, and thermal printers. When

choosing a printer, student should be aware of factors such as speed, resolution, color output,

memory, and cost. Speakers are the output devices for sound. Most computers include

speakers. However, student may want to upgrade to a more sophisticated speaker system,

such as one that includes subwoofers and surround-sound.

3. System Unit (Front)

The system unit is the box that contains the central electronic components of the computer.

On the front of the system unit, studentll find the power source as well as access to the

storage devices in their computer. Most PCs include one or two bays for storage devices such

as CD drives and DVD drives. Zip drives and floppy disk drives are becoming legacy

technologies and are not found on new computers. Most computers include access to USB

and other ports on the front panel, and several manufacturers now also include slots on the

front of the system unit into which student can insert portable flash memory cards such as

Memory Sticks and CompactFlash cards.

4. System Unit (Back)

On the back of the system unit, studentll find a wide variety of ports that allow student to

hook up peripheral devices (such as their monitor and keyboard) to their system. The most

common ports found on the back of the system unit are serial ports, parallel ports, USB, and

connectivity ports. Traditional serial ports send data one bit (or piece of data) at a time at

speeds of 115 Kbps and are used to connect modems to the computer. Parallel ports send data

between devices in groups of bits at speeds of 500 Kbps. USB 1.1 and 2.0 ports are fast

replacing serial and parallel ports. At 12 Mbps and 480 Mbps, respectively, they transfer data

more quickly than their predecessors. Firewire 400 and 800 ports provide even faster data

transfer at approximately 400 and 800 Mbps, respectively. Connectivity ports give student
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access to networks and the Internet and enable their computer to function as a fax machine.

Connectivity ports include modem ports and Ethernet ports.

5. System Unit (Inside)

The system unit contains the main electronic components of the computer. The motherboard,

the main circuit board of the system, contains the computers central processing unit (CPU),

which coordinates the functions of all other devices on the computer. RAM, the computers

volatile memory, is also located on the motherboard. RAM is where all the data and

instructions are held while the computer is running. ROM, a permanent type of memory, is

responsible for housing instructions to help start up the computer. The hard drive (the

permanent storage location) and other storage devices (CD/DVD drives, floppy drives) are

also located inside the system unit, as are expansion cards (such as sound, video, modem, and

network interface cards) that help the computer perform special functions.

6. Computer To Avoid Strain And Injury

Ergonomics refers to how student arrange their computer and equipment to minimize their

risk of injury or discomfort. This includes positioning their monitor correctly, buying an

adjustable chair that ensures student have good posture while using the computer, assuming a

proper position while typing, and making sure the lighting is adequate. Other good practices

include taking frequent breaks as well as using other specially designed equipment such as

ergonomic keyboards.

Topic : Using The Internet: Making The Most Of The Webs Resources

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 Origin of the Internet

 Data travel on the Internet

 Options for connecting to the Internet
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 Internet service provider

 Web browser

 URL

 Hyperlinks and other tools

 Search engines and subject directories

 Boolean operators

 Communicating through the Internet with e-mail, weblogs, chat, IM, newsgroups, and

listservs

 Online annoyances

 E-commerce

 Multimedia files

 Internet of the future

Definition/Overview:

Advanced Research Products Agency Network (ARPANET): A U.S. governmentfunded

project for the military in the 1960s, ARPANET was the first attempt to enable computers to

communicate over vast distances in a reliable manner.

Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL): A typical Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)

transmission that downloads (or receives) data from the Internet faster than it uploads (or

sends) data.

Bookmark: Afeature in the Netscape browser that places a marker of a Web site's Uniform

Resource Locator (URL) in an easily retrievable list in the browser's toolbar (called Favorites

in Microsoft Internet Explorer).

Weblog (blog): Personal logs or journal entries posted on the Web.

Web Browser: Software that enables a user to access the Web.

Web Site A location on the Web.

Wildcards: Symbols used in an Internet search when the user is unsure of the keyword's
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spelling or when a word can be spelled in different ways or can contain different endings.

The asterisk (*) is used to replace a series of letters and the percent sign (%) to replace a

single letter in a word.

World Wide Web (WWW or Web): The part of the Internet used the most. What

distinguishes the Web from the rest of the Internet is (1) its use of common communication

protocols (such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, or TCP/IP) and special

languages (such as the Hypertext Markup Language, or HTML) that enable different

computers to talk to each other and display information in compatible formats, and (2) its use

of special links (called hyperlinks) that enable users to jump from one place to another in the

Web.

The Internet is the largest computer network in the world, connecting millions of computers.

Government and military officials developed the Internet as a reliable means of

communications in the event of war. Eventually, scientists and educators used the Internet to

exchange research. Today, we use the Internet and the Web (which is a part of the Internet) to

shop, research, communicate, and entertain ourselves.

Key Points:

1. Communicate Through The Internet

Communication was one of the reasons the Internet was developed and is one of the primary

uses of the Internet today. E-mail allows users to communicate electronically without the

parties involved being available at the same time, while chat rooms are public areas on the

Web where different people communicate. Weblogs are journal entries posted to the Web that

are generally organized by a topic or area of interest and that are publicly available. Instant

messaging enables student to communicate in real time with friends who are also online.

Listservs are electronic mailings to groups of people, and newsgroups are online discussion

forums in which people post messages and read and reply to messages from other newsgroup

members. Both listservs and newsgroups are organized by topic or areas of interest. Listservs

are private, whereas newsgroups are public.
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2. Kinds Of Multimedia Files

The Web is appealing because of its enriched multimedia content. Multimedia is anything

that involves one or more forms of media in addition to text, including graphics, audio, and

video clips. Sometimes student need a special software program called a plug-in (or player)

to view and hear multimedia files. Plug-ins are often installed in new computers or are

offered free of charge at manufacturers Web sites.

3. E-Commerce

E-commerce is the business of conducting business online. E-commerce includes transactions

between businesses (B2B), between consumers (C2C), and between businesses and

consumers (B2C). Because more business than ever before is conducted online, numerous

safeguards have been put in place to ensure transactions are protected.

4. Managing Online Annoyances

The Web is filled with annoyances such as spam, pop-ups, cookies, spyware, and scams such

as phishing that make surfing the Web frustrating and sometimes dangerous. Software tools

help to prevent or reduce spam, adware, and spyware, while exercising caution can prevent

serious harm being done due to phishing and other Internet scams and hoaxes.

5. Web Browser

Once studentre connected to the Internet, in order to locate, navigate to, and view Web pages,

student need special software called a Web browser installed on their system. The most

common Web browsers are Microsoft Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Safari.

6. URL

You gain access to a Web site by typing in its address, or Uniform Resource Locator (URL).

A URL is composed of several parts, including the protocol, the host, the toplevel domain,

and, occasionally, paths (or subdirectories).
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7. Hyperlinks & Other Links

One unique aspect of the Web is that student can jump from place to place by clicking on

specially formatted pieces of text called hyperlinks. You can also use tools such as Back and

Forward buttons, History lists, breadcrumb lists, and Favorites or Bookmarks to navigate the

Web.

8. Using Search Engines And Subject Directories

A search engine is a set of programs that searches the Web for specific keywords student

wish to query and then returns a list of the Web sites on which those keywords are found. A

subject directory is a structured outline of Web sites organized by topics and subtopics.

9. Boolean Operators

Sometimes, search engines return lists with thousands or millions of hits. Boolean operators

are words (AND, NOT, and OR) student can use to refine their searches, making them more

effective.

10. Evaluating a Web site

Not all Web sites are equal, and some are better sources for research than others. To evaluate

whether it is appropriate to use a Web site as a resource critique, determine whether the

author of the site is reputable and whether the site is intended for their particular needs. In

addition, make sure the site content is not biased, the information in the site is current, and

that all the links on the site are available and appropriate.

11. Data Travel On The Internet

A computer connected to the Internet acts as either a client, a computer that asks for

information, or a server, a computer that receives the request and returns the information to

the client. Data travels between clients and servers along a system of communication lines, or

pathways. The largest and fastest of these pathways is the Internet backbone. To ensure that

data is sent to the correct computer along the pathways, IP addresses (unique ID numbers) are

assigned to all computers connected to the Internet.

12. Options For Connecting To The Internet

Home users have many options for connecting to the Internet. A dial-up connection, in which

student connect to the Internet using a standard phone line, was at one time the standard way

to connect to the Internet. Now, other connection options, called broadband connections, are
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faster and will soon make dial-up a legacy connection technology. Broadband connections

include cable, DSL, and satellite.

13. Internet Service Provider

Internet service providers (ISPs) are national, regional, or local companies that connect

individuals, groups, and other companies to the Internet. Factors to consider in choosing an

ISP include cost, quality of service, and availability.

14. Origin Of The Internet

The Internet is the largest computer network in the world, connecting millions of computers.

Government and military officials developed the Internet as a reliable means of

communications in the event of war. Eventually, scientists and educators used the Internet to

exchange research. Today, we use the Internet and the Web (which is a part of the Internet) to

shop, research, communicate, and entertain ourselves.

15. Internet Of The Future

The Internet of the future will have higher bandwidth and will be able to provide additional

services as a result of projects such as the Large Scale Networking (LSN) program and

Internet2. Design enhancements to the Internet will engage more of our senses, including

smell and taste. The Internet will become more ingrained into our daily lives as Internet-

enabled appliances and household systems will provide more remote-control features for our

homes.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Application Software: Programs That Let You Work And Play

Using System Software: The Operating System, Utility Programs, And File Management

Evaluating Your System: Understanding And Assessing Hardware

Topic : Application Software: Programs That Let You Work And Play

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:
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 Difference between application software and system software

 Kinds of applications in productivity software

 Kinds of software that businesses use

 Different kinds of graphics and multimedia software

 Educational and reference software

 Different types of entertainment software

 Kinds of software are available for communications

 Software problem & assistance

 Purchasing software

 Installing and uninstalling software

Definition/Overview:

Accounting Software: An application program that helps small business owners manage

their finances more efficiently by providing tools for tracking accounting transactions such as

sales, accounts receivable, inventory purchases, and accounts payable.

Application Software: The set of programs on a computer that helps a user carry out tasks

such as word processing, sending e-mail, balancing a budget, creating presentations, editing

photos, taking an online course, and playing games.

EnterpriseResource Planning (ERP) Systems: Are used to control many back office

operations and processing functions such as billing, production, inventory management, and

human resources management.

Entertainment Software: Programs designed to provide users with entertainment; computer

games make up the vast majority of entertainment software.

Financial And Business-Related Software: Software used by businesses or individuals that

helps them perform specific or general business tasks.

Shareware Software that enables users to "test" software by running it for a limited time free

of charge.
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Software: The set of computer programs or instructions that tells the computer what to do

and enables it to perform different tasks.

Software Licenses: Agreements between the user and the software developer that must be

accepted prior to installing the software on a computer.

Word Processing Software: Programs used to create and edit written documents such as

papers, letters, and rsums.

System software is the software that helps run the computer and coordinates instructions

between application software and the computers hardware devices. System software includes

the operating system and utility programs. Application software is the software student use to

do everyday tasks at home, school, and work. Application software includes productivity,

financial and business, graphics and multimedia, educational and reference, entertainment,

and communications software programs.

Key Points:

1. Application Software And System Software

System software is the software that helps run the computer and coordinates instructions

between application software and the computers hardware devices. System software includes

the operating system and utility programs. Application software is the software student use to

do everyday tasks at home, school, and work. Application software includes productivity

software, such as word-processing and finance programs; media software, such as those used

for image editing; home/entrainment, such as games or educational programs; and business

software.

2. Kinds Of Applications Included In Productivity Software

Productivity software programs include word-processing, spreadsheet, presentation, personal

information manager (PIM), and database programs. You use wordprocessing software to

create and edit written documents. Spreadsheet software enables student to do calculations

and numerical and what-if analyses easily. Presentation software enables student to create

slide presentations. Personal information manager (PIM) software helps keep student

organized by putting a calendar, address book, notepad, and to-do lists within their computer.

Database programs are electronic filing systems that allow student to filter, sort, and retrieve
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data easily. Individuals can also use software to help with business-like tasks such as

preparing taxes or managing personal finances.

3. Kinds Of Multimedia Software

Multimedia software includes digital image, video- and audio-editing software, animation

software, and other specialty software required to produce computer games. A wide variety

of software programs is used to play, copy, record, edit, and organize MP3 files. Modern

users have so many audio, video, and image files that there are a number of software

solutions for organizing and distributing these types of files.

4. Types Of Entertainment Software

Beyond the games that most of us are familiar with, entertainment software includes virtual

reality programs that use special equipment to make users feel as though they are actually

experiencing the program in a realistic 3-D environment.

5. Reference Software

Software applications that act as sources for reference materials, such as the standard atlases,

dictionaries, and thesauri, are referred to collectively as reference software. A lot of reference

software on the market incorporates complex multimedia.

6. Types Of Drawing Software

Drawing software lets student create and edit line-based drawings to produce both

imaginative and technical illustrations. Floor plans, animations, and mind-maps are some of

the types of images that can be created.

7. Kinds Of Software For Small And Large Businesses Use

Many businesses, including home businesses, use general business software, such as Business

Plan Pro and Marketing Plan Pro, to help them with tasks common to most businesses. In

addition, businesses may use specialized business software (or vertical market software) that

is designed for their specific industry.

8. Help Menu

Most software programs have a Help menu built into the program with which student can

search through an index or subject directory to find answers. Some programs group those

most commonly asked questions in a single frequently asked questions (FAQ) document. In

addition, vast resources of free or fee-based help and training are available on the Internet or

at booksellers.

9. Purchasing Software

Almost every new computer system comes with some form of software to help student

accomplish basic tasks. All other software student need to purchase unless it is freeware or
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open-source code, which student can download from the Internet for free. You can also find

special software called shareware that lets student run it free of charge for a test period.

Although student can find software in almost any store, as a student student can purchase the

same software at a reduced price with an academic discount.

10. Installation

When installing and uninstalling software, its best to use the specific Add/Remove Program

feature that comes with the operating system. Most programs are installed using an

installation wizard that steps student through the installation. Other software programs may

require student to activate the setup program, which will begin the installation wizard. Using

the Add/Remove Programs feature when uninstalling a program will help student ensure that

all ancillary program files are removed from their computer.

Topic : Using System Software: The Operating System, Utility Programs, And File
Management

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 System software

 Kinds of operating systems

 Desktop operating systems

 How operating system provide a means for users to interact with the computer

 Operating system in relation to the processor

 Operating system in relation to memory and storage

 Operating system in relation to hardware and peripheral devices

 Operating system in relation to application software

 How operating system help the computer start up

 Main desktop and window features

 How does the operating system help me keep my computer organized

 Utility programs
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Definition/Overview:

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs): Blocks of code in the operating system that

software applications need to interact with it.

Application Software: The set of programs on a computer that helps a user carry out tasks

such as word processing, sending e-mail, balancing a budget, creating presentations, editing

photos, taking an online course, and playing games.

Authentication: The process that takes place after a user types in his or her login name and

password and the computer system determines whether the computer is an authorized user

and what level of access is to be granted on the network.

Desktop: As its name implies, their computer's desktop puts at their fingertips all of the

elements necessary for a productive work session that are typically found on or near the top

of a traditional desk, such as files and folders.

Root Directory: The C drive, which is the top of the filing structure of the computer system.

Safe Mode: Aspecial diagnostic mode designed for troubleshooting errors that occur during

the boot process.

Screen Savers: Animated images that appear on a computer monitor when no user activity

has been sensed for a certain time.

Windows: In a graphical user interface, rectangular boxes that contain programs displayed

on the screen.

Windows Explorer: The program in Microsoft Windows that helps a user manage files and

folders by showing the location and contents of every drive, folder, and file on the computer.

System software is the set of software programs that helps run the computer and coordinates

instructions between application software and hardware devices.
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Key Points:

1. System Software

It consists of the operating system (OS) and utility programs. The operating system controls

how their computer system functions. Utility programs are programs that perform general

housekeeping tasks for the computer, such as system maintenance and file compression.

2. Kinds Of Operating Systems

Operating systems can be classified into four categories. Real-Time OSs (RTOSs) require no

user intervention and are designed for systems with a specific purpose and response time

(such as robotic machinery). Single-user, single-task OSs are designed for computers on

which one user is performing one task at a time (such as PDAs). Single-user, multitask OSs

are designed for computers on which one user is performing more than one task at a time

(such as desktop computers). Multiuser OSsare designed for systems in which multiple users

are working on more than one task at a time (such as networks).

3. Common Desktop Operating Systems

Microsoft Windows is the most popular OS. It has evolved from being a single-user, single-

task OS into a powerful multiuser operating system. Another popular OS is the Mac OS,

which is designed to work on Apple computers. Its most recent release, Mac OS X 10.4

Tiger, is based on the UNIX operating system. Youll find various versions of UNIX on the

market, although it is most often used on networks. Linux is an open-source OS based on

UNIX and designed primarily for use on personal computers.

4. Operating System Interface

The operating system provides a user interface that enables student to interact with the

computer. Most OSstoday use a graphical user interface (GUI). Unlike the command- and

menu-driven interfaces used earlier, GUIs display graphics and use the point-and-click

technology of the mouse and cursor, making the OS more user-friendly. Common features of

GUIs include windows, menus, and icons.

5. Operating System & The Processor

When student use their computer, student are usually asking it to perform several tasks at the

same time. When the OS allows student to perform more than one task at a time, it is

multitasking. To provide for seamless multitasking, the OS controls the timing of events the

processor works on.
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6 Operating System In Relation To Memory And Storage

As the OS coordinates the activities of the processor, it uses RAM as a temporary storage

area for instructions and data the processor needs. The OS is therefore responsible for

coordinating the space allocations in RAM to ensure that there is enough space for the

waiting instructions and data. If there isnt sufficient space in RAM for all the data and

instructions, the OS allocates the least necessary files to temporary storage on the hard drive,

called virtual memory. The OS manages storage by providing a file management system that

keeps track of the names and locations of files and programs.

7. Operating System In Relation To Hardware And Peripheral Devices

Programs called device drivers facilitate the communication between devices attached to the

computer and the OS. Device drivers translate the specialized commands of devices to

commands that the OS can understand, and vice versa, enabling the OS to communicate with

every device in the computer system. Device drivers for common devices are included in the

OS software, whereas other devices come with a device driver student have to install or

download off the Web.

8. Operating System & Application Software

All software applications need to interact with the CPU. For programs to work with the CPU,

they must contain code the CPU recognizes. Rather than having the same blocks of code

appear in each software application, the OS includes the blocks of code to which software

applications refer. These blocks of code are called application programming interfaces

(APIs).

9. Operating System Help The Computer Start Up

When student start their computer, it runs through a special process, called the boot process.

The boot process consists of four basic steps: (1) the basic input/output system (BIOS) is

activated by powering on the CPU; (2) in the POST test, the BIOS checks that all attached

devices are in place; (3) the operating system is loaded into RAM; and (4) configuration and

customization settings are checked.

10. Main Desktop And Windows Features

The desktop is the first interaction student have with the OS and the first image student see

on their monitor once the system has booted up. It provides student with access to their

computers files, folders, and commonly used tools and applications. Windows are the

rectangular panes on their screen that display applications running on their system. Common

features of windows include toolbars and scrollbars.
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11. Operating System Help To Organize Computer

The OS allows student to organize the contents of their computer in a hierarchical structure of

directories that includes files, folders, and drives. Windows Explorer helps student manage

their files and folders by showing the location and contents of every drive, folder, and file on

their computer. Creating folders is the key to organizing files, because folders keep related

documents together. Following naming conventions and using proper file extensions are also

important aspects of file management.

12. Utility Programs In System Software

Some utility programs are incorporated into the OS; others are sold as stand-alone off-the-

shelf programs. Common Windows utilities include those that enable student to adjust their

display, add or remove programs, compress files, defrag their hard drive, clean unnecessary

files off their system, check for lost files and errors, restore their system to an earlier setting,

back up their files, schedule automatic tasks, and check on programs that have quit running.

Topic : Evaluating Your System: Understanding And Assessing Hardware

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 In order toupgrade existing computer or buy a new one

 CPU

 Memory

 Computer's main storage devices

 Output of video

 Computer's sound quality

 Ports

 Reliability of system
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Definition/Overview:

Access Time: The time it takes a storage device to locate its stored data.

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU): Part of the central processing unit (CPU) that is designed to

perform mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

and to perform comparison operations such as greater than, less than, and equal to.

CD-ROM: A portable, read-only optical storage device.

CD-RW (Compact Disc-Read/Writable): disc A portable, optical storage device that can be

written and rewritten to many times.

CD-R (Compact Disc-Recordable) Disc: A portable, optical storage device that can be

written to once and can be used with either a CD-R drive or a CD-RW drive.

Control Unit: A component that controls the switches inside the central processing unit

(CPU).

CPU Usage: The percentage of time a central processing unit (CPU) is working.

Flash Drive: Drives that plug into a universal serial bus (USB) port on a computer and store

data digitally. Also called USB drives.

Flash Memory Card: A form of portable storage. This removable memory card is often used

in digital cameras, MP3 players, and personal digital assistants (PDAs).

Floppy Disk: Aportable 3.5-inch storage format, with a storage capacity of 1.44 megabytes

(MB).

Gigahertz (GHz): One billion hertz.

Hard Disk Drive (Or Hard Drive): Holds all permanently stored programs and data; is

located inside the system unit.
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Latency (Or Rotational Delay): Occurs after the read/write head locates the correct track,

then waits for the correct sector to spin to the read/write head.

Machine Cycle (Or Processing Cycle) : The steps a central processing unit (CPU) follows

to perform its tasks.

Moore's Law A mathematical rule, named after Gordon Moore, the cofounder of the central

processing unit (CPU) chip manufacturer Intel, that predicts that the number of transistors

inside a CPU will increase so fast that CPU capacity will double every 18 months.

Motherboard: A special circuit board in the system unit that contains the central processing

unit (CPU), the memory (RAM) chips, and the slots available for expansion cards. It is the

largest printed circuit board; all of the other boards (video cards, sound cards, and so on)

connect to it to receive power and to communicate.

Platter : Thin, round metallic plates stacked onto the hard disk drive spindle.

Serial Port: A port that enables the transfer of data, one bit at a time, over a single wire at

speeds of up to 56 kilobits per second (Kbps); it is often used to connect modems to the

computer.

Zip Disk: A portable storage medium with storage capacities ranging from 100 megabytes

(MB) to 750 MB.

To determine whether student need to upgrade or purchase a new system, student need to

define their ideal system and what it can do. Then, student need to perform a system

evaluation to assess the subsystems in their computer, including the CPU, memory, storage,

video, audio, and ports. Last, student need to determine if its economically practical to

upgrade or whether buying a new computer would be best.
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Key Points:

1. CPU

Your computers CPU processes instructions, performs calculations, manages the flow of

information through a computer system, and is responsible for processing into information

the data student input. It is composed of two units: the arithmetic logic unit and the control

unit. CPU speed is measured in megahertz or gigahertz, or millions or billions of machine

cycles a second. Amachine cycle is the process the CPU goes through to fetch, decode,

execute, and store data. You can tell whether their CPU is limiting their system performance

by watching how busy it is as student work on their computer. The percentage of time that

their CPU is working is referred to as CPU usage, which student can determine by checking

the Task Manager.

2. Memory

RAM is their computers short-term memory. It remembers everything that the computer

needs to process data into information. However, it is an example of volatile storage. When

the power is off, the data stored in RAM is cleared out. The amount of RAM sitting on

memory modules in their computer is their computers physical memory. The memory their

OS uses is kernel memory. At a minimum, student need enough RAM to run the OS plus the

software applications studentre using, plus a bit more to hold the data student will input.

3. Storage Devices

Storage devices for a typical computer system include a hard disk drive, floppy drive, Zip

drive, and CD/DVD drives. When student turn off their computer, the data stored in these

devices is saved. These devices are referred to as nonvolatile storage devices. Hard drives

have the largest storage capacity of any storage device and the fastest access time and data

transfer rate of all nonvolatile storage options. Floppy disks have a storage capacity of 1.44

MB, Zip disks have capacities up to 750 MB, and CDs and DVDs have capacities from 700

MB to 9.4 GB. Portable flash drives allow easy transfer of 8 GB or more of data from

machine to machine. To determine the storage capacity their system needs, calculate the

amount of storage their software needs to reside on their computer. To add more storage, or

to provide more functionality for their system, student can install additional drives, either

internally or externally.

4. Components Affect The Output Of Video On My Computer

How video is displayed depends on two components: their video card and monitor. Avideo

card translates binary data into the images student see. These cards include their own RAM
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(VRAM) as well as ports that allow student to connect to video equipment. The amount of

VRAM student need depends on what student want to display on the monitor. If student only

work in Microsoft Word and surf the Web, 16 MB is enough. More powerful cards allow

student to play graphics-intense games and multimedia. Your monitors size, resolution,

refresh rate, and dot pitch all affect how well the monitor performs. For a clearer, brighter

image, buy a monitor with a high refresh rate and a low dot pitch.

5. Components Affect The Quality Of Sound On My Computer

Your computers sound depends on their speakers and sound card. Two types of speakers ship

with most computers: amplified speakers and unamplified speakers. If studentre listening to

music, viewing DVDs, or playing games, student may want to have speakers with a

subwoofer. Sound cards enable the computer to produce sounds. Users upgrade their sound

cards to provide for 3D sound, surround sound, and additional ports for audio equipment.

6. Ports Available On Desktop Computers

A port is an interface through which external devices connect to the computer. Common ports

include serial, parallel, universal serial bus (USB), FireWire, and Ethernet, whereas

specialized ports include IrDA, Bluetooth, and MIDI. To evaluate their port connectivity,

check the devices studentd like to connect to their computer and look for the type of port they

require. If their system doesnt have enough ports, student can add ports through expansion

cards (which student install in their system unit) and expansion hubs (which connect to their

system through a port).

7. Reliability Of System

Many computer users decide to buy a new system because they are experiencing problems

with their computer. However, before student buy a new system because student think yours

may be unreliable, make sure the problem is not one student can fix. Make sure student have

installed any new software or hardware properly, check that student have enough RAM, run

system utilities such as Disk Defragmenter and Disk Cleanup, clean out their Startup folder,

remove unnecessary files from their system, and keep their software updated with patches. If

student continue to have troubles with their system, reinstall or upgrade their OS, and, of

course, seek technical assistance.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:

Networking And Security: Connecting Computers And Keeping Them Safe From Hackers
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And Viruses

Mobile Computing: Keeping Your Data On Hand

Behind The Scenes: Inside The System Unit

Topic : Networking And Security: Connecting Computers And Keeping Them Safe
From Hackers And Viruses

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 Network

 Difference between a client/server network and a peer-topeer network

 Main components of every network

 Home networks

 Wired Ethernet networks

 Wireless Ethernet networks

 Power-line and phoneline networks and alternatives to Ethernet networks

 Hackers

 Firewall

 Why wireless networks more vulnerable than wired networks special precautions

 Types of viruses

 Protection from viruses

Definition/Overview:

Antivirus Software: Software that is specifically designed to detect viruses and protect a

computer and files from harm.

Backdoor Program: Aprogram that enables a hacker to take complete control of a computer

without the legitimate user's knowledge or permission.
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Computer Network: Two or more computers that are connected by software and

communications media so they can communicate.

Computer Virus: A computer program that attaches itself to another computer program

(known as the host program) or pretends to be an innocuous program and attempts to spread

itself to other computers when files are exchanged.

Cyber Crime: Any criminal action perpetrated primarily through the use of a computer.

Cyber Criminals: Individuals who use computers, networks, and the Internet to perpetrate

crime.

Cyber Terrorists: Terrorists who use computers to accomplish their goals.

Hacker (Or Cracker): Anyone who breaks into a computer system (whether an individual

computer or a network) unlawfully.

Identity Theft: Occurs when someone uses personal information about someone else (such

as the victim's name, address, and social security number) to assume the victim's identity for

the purpose of defrauding others.

Internet Protocol Address (IP address): The means by which all computers connected to

the Internet identify each other. It consists of a unique set of four numbers separated by dots,

such as 123.45.678.91.

Local Area Networks (LANs): Networks in which the nodes are located within a small

geographic area.

Logic Bombs: Computer viruses that run when a certain set of conditions is met, such as

specific

Peer-To-Peer (P2P) Network: A network in which each node connected to the network can

communicate directly with every other node on the network.
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Worm: A program that attempts to travel between systems through network connections to

spread infections. Wormscan run independently of host file execution and are active in

spreading themselves.

Zombies: Computers that are controlled by hackers who used a backdoor program to take

control.

A computer network is simply two or more computers that are connected together using

software and hardware so they can communicate. Networks allow users to (1) share

peripherals, (2) transfer files easily, and (3) share an Internet connection.

Key Points:

1. Difference Between A Client/Server Network And A Peer-To-Peer Network

In peer-to-peer networks, each node connected to the network can communicate directly with

every other node instead of having a separate device exercise central control over the

network. P2P networks are the most common type of network installed in homes. Most

networks that have 10 or more nodes are client/server networks. A client/server network

contains two types of computers: a client computer on which users accomplish specific tasks,

and a server computer that provides resources to the clients and central control for the

network.

2. Components Of Every Network

To function, all networks contain four components: (1) transmission media (cables or radio

waves) to connect and establish communication between nodes; (2) network adapters that

allow the nodes on the network to communicate; (3) network navigation devices (such as

routers and hubs) that move data around the network; and (4) software that allows the

network to run.

3. Home Networks

The two most common home networks are wired Ethernet and wireless Ethernet. Although

waning in popularity, powerline and phoneline networks may still be an option in certain

situations. The major difference in these networks is the transmission media by which the

nodes are connected.

4. Wired Ethernet Networks

Ethernet networks use the Ethernet protocol as the means by which the nodes on the network

communicate. This protocol makes Ethernet networks efficient but also slightly complex.
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Because of this complexity, additional devices (switches or routers) are required in Ethernet

networks. To create a wired Ethernet network, student connect or install network adapters or

NICs to each network node. Network adapters connect via cables to a central network

navigation device such as a switch or a router. Data flows through the navigation device to

the nodes on the network.

5. Wireless Ethernet Networks

A wireless network uses radio waves instead of wires or cable as its transmission media.

Current wireless protocols provide for networks with up to a maximum of 108 Mbps. To

create a wireless network, student install or attach wireless network adapters to the nodes that

will make up the network. If the nodes are unable to communicate because of distance,

student can add a wireless access point to the network to help relay data between nodes.

Wireless networks are susceptible to interference from other wireless devices such as phones.

6. Power-Line And Phone line Networks

Power-line networks use the electrical wiring in their home to connect the nodes in the

network. Phoneline networks move data through the network using conventional phone lines.

To create either of these networks, student connect special network adapters to each node on

the network. These adapters are then plugged into either an electrical outlet or a phone jack,

and data is transmitted through either the electrical wires or the phone cable. Powerline and

phoneline networks have relatively low throughput and cost more than Ethernet networks.

7. Hackers

A hacker is defined as anyone who breaks into a computer system unlawfully. Hackers can

use software to break into almost any computer connected to the Internet (unless proper

precautions are taken). Once hackers gain access to a computer, they can potentially (1) steal

personal or other important information; (2) damage and destroy data; or (3) use the computer

to attack other computers.

8. Firewall

Firewalls are software programs or hardware devices designed to keep computers safe from

hackers. By using a personal firewall, student can close off to invaders open logical ports and

potentially make their computer invisible to other computers on the Internet.

9. Wireless networks vs. Wired networks

Wireless networks are even more susceptible to hacking than wired networks because the

signals of most wireless networks extend beyond the walls of their home. Neighbors may

unintentionally (or intentionally) connect to the Internet through their wireless connection,

and hackers may try to access it. To prevent unwanted intrusions into their network, student
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should change the default password on their router (to make it tougher for hackers to gain

access), use a hard-to-guess SSID (network name), turn off SSID broadcasting (to make it

harder for outsiders to detect their network), and enable security protocols such as WPA or

WEP.

10. Types Of Viruses

A computer virus is a program that attaches itself to another program and attempts to spread

itself to other computers when files are exchanged. Computer viruses can be grouped into six

categories: (1) boot-sector viruses, (2) logic bombs and time bombs, (3) worms, (4) scripts

and macros, (5) encryption viruses, and (6) Trojan horses. Once run, they perform their

malicious duties in the background, often invisible to the user.

11. Protection Of Computer From Viruses

The best defense against viruses is to install antivirus software. You should update the

software on a regular basis and configure it to examine all e-mail attachments for viruses.

You should periodically run a complete virus scan on their computer to ensure that no viruses

have made it onto their hard drive.

Topic : Mobile Computing: Keeping Your Data On HandTopic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 Advantages and limitations of mobile computing

 Various mobile computing devices

 Pagers

 Cell phone components

 MP3 player

 PDA

 Synchronizing a PDA

 Tablet PC

 Laptops
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Definition/Overview:

Alphanumeric Pagers: Devices that display numbers and text messages on their screens.

Like numeric pagers, alphanumeric pagers do not allow the user to send messages.

Analog-To-Digital Converter Chip: Converts analog signals into digital signals.

Base Transceiver Station: A large communications tower with antennas, amplifiers, and

receivers/transmitters.

Benchmarking: Aprocess used to measure performance in which two devices or systems run

the same task and the times are compared.

BlueBoard: An application developed by Colligo Networks that enables a personal digital

assistant (PDA) display to be used as a drawing board and be instantly connected with up to

four other PDAs.

Bluetooth: Technology that uses radio waves to transmit data over short distances.

Cell Phones: Telephones that operate over a wireless network. Cell phones can also offer

Internet access, text messaging, personal information management (PIM) features, and more.

Docking Station: Hardware for connecting a portable computing device to printers, scanners,

full-size monitors, mice, and other peripherals.

Flash Memory: Portable, nonvolatile memory.

Footprint: The amount of physical space on the desk a computer takes up.

Paging Device (Or Pager): A small wireless device that enables a user to receive and

sometimes send numeric (and sometimes text) messages on a small display screen.
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Wireless Application Protocol (WAP): The standard that dictates how handheld devices

will access information on the Internet.

Wireless Internet Service Provider: Providers such as Verizon or T-Mobile that offer their

subscribers wireless access to the Internet.

Wireless Markup Language (WML): Aformat for writing content viewed on a cellular

phone or personal digital assistant (PDA) that is text-based and contains no graphics.

Mobile computing allows student to communicate with others, remain productive, and have

access to their personal information and schedules, Internet-based information, and important

software no matter where student are. However, because mobile devices have been

miniaturized, they are more expensive and less rugged than desktop equipment. In addition,

battery life limits the usefulness of mobile devices, the screen area is small on most devices,

the speed of Internet connection is currently very low, and wireless Internet coverage is

limited.

Key Points

1. MobileComputing Devices

A range of mobile computing devices are on the market today, including paging devices

(pagers), cell phones (and smartphones), portable media players (PMPs), personal digital

assistants (PDAs), tablet PCs, and notebook (laptop) computers.

2. Pagers

A pager is a small wireless device that allows student to receive numeric (and sometimes

text) messages on a small display screen. Two-way pagers support both receiving and

sending messages. Pagers have long battery lives, are very compact, and are the most

inexpensive mobile computing device. People who need to be reachable but want an

inexpensive and lightweight device are the primary market for pagers.

3. Cell Phone Components

Just like a computer system, cell phones include a processor (CPU), memory, input and

output devices, software, and an operating system. When student speak into a cell phone, the

sound enters as a sound wave. Analog sound waves need to be digitized, so an analog-to-

digital converter chip converts these sound waves into digital signals. The digital information
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is then compressed (by a digital signal processor) so that it transmits more quickly to another

phone. Finally, the digital information is transmitted as a radio wave through the cellular

network to the destination phone.

4. Portable Media Player

A personal media player (PMP) is a device that enables student to carry digital music, image,

and video files around with student. Some PMPs also allow student to carry contact databases

and calendars as well. The most inexpensive players use only flash memory to store data,

whereas more expensive models use a built-in hard drive, which provides more storage.

5. PDA

PDAs are powerful devices that can carry calendars, contact lists, personal productivity

software programs, songs, photos, games, and more. Like any computer, a PDA includes a

processor, operating system software, input and output devices, and ports. All PDAs feature

touch-sensitive screens that allow student to enter data with a stylus. You can use either

handwritten text or special notation systems to enter data into a PDA. In terms of output

devices, PDAs come with LCD screens in a variety of resolutions. The two main PDA

operating systems are the Palm OS and Windows Mobile. PDAs do not come with built-in

hard drives, but for memory needs beyond their built-in RAM and ROM, certain PDAs use

removable flash memory.

6. Synchronizing PDA Desktop Computer

The process of updating their data so that the files on their mobile device and desktop

computer are the same is called synchronizing. To synchronize their desktop and PDA,

student place the PDA in a cradle and touch a hot sync button. This begins the process of

information transfer (or synchronization) that updates both sets of files to the most current

version. Other options for synchronizing or transferring files include using IrDA ports and the

Bluetooth wireless connectivity option.

7. Tablet PC

A tablet PC is a portable computer that includes advanced handwriting recognition and

incorporates the use of digital ink. Tablet PCs are so-named because the display monitor can

be used either in a traditional notebook mode or in tablet mode. The most innovative input

technology on the tablet PC is digital ink. Supporting digital ink, the tablets screen is

pressure-sensitive and reacts to a digital pen. Atablet PC can be the ideal solution when

student require a lightweight, portable computer with full desktop processing power.
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8. Notebooks

The most powerful mobile computing solution is a notebook (or laptop) computer. Notebooks

offer large displays and can be equipped with DVD/CD-RW drives, hard drives, and 2 GB or

even more of RAM. Many models feature hotswappable bays and a full set of ports. Still,

desktop systems are more reliable and cost-effective than notebooks. In addition, it is easier

to upgrade and add new ports and devices to a desktop than to a notebook. And though

powerful, CPUs for notebooks are usually a bit slower than the latest CPU offered for

desktop units. Still, many users feel that the mobility notebooks offer is worth the added

expense.

Topic : Behind The Scenes: Inside The System Unit

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 Switch

 Binary number system

 Components inside the CPU

 CPU process data and instructions

 Cache memory

 Types of RAM

 Bus

Definition/Overview:

Accelerated Graphics Port(AGP) Bus: The AGP bus design was specialized to help move

three-dimensional graphics data quickly. It establishes a direct pathway between the graphics

card and main memory so that data does not have to travel on the Peripheral Component

Interconnect (PCI) bus, which already handles transferring a great deal of system data being

moved through the computer.
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American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII): A format for

representing each letter or character as an 8-bit (or 1-byte) binary code.

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU): Part of the central processing unit (CPU) that is designed to

perform mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

and to perform comparison operations such as greater than, less than, and equal to.

Assembly Languages: Languages that enable programmers to write their programs using a

set of short, English-like commands that speak directly to the central processing unit (CPU)

and give the programmer very direct control of hardware resources.

Central Processing Unit (CPU): The part of the system unit of a computer that is

responsible for data processing (or the "brains" of the computer); it is the largest and most

important chip in the computer. It controls all the functions performed by the computer's

other components and processes all the commands issued to it by software instructions.

Integrated Circuits (or chips): Very small regions of semiconductor material, such as

silicon, that support a huge number of transistors.

Local Buses: Located on the motherboard, these buses run between the central processing

unit (CPU) and the main system memory.

Machine Cycle (Or Processing Cycle): The steps a central processing unit (CPU) follows to

perform its tasks.

Machine Language: Long strings of binary code used by the control unit to set up the

hardware in the central processing unit (CPU) for the rest of the operations it needs to

perform.

Random Access Memory (RAM): The computer's temporary storage space or shortterm

memory. It is located as a set of chips on the system unit's motherboard, and its capacity is

measured in megabytes, with most modern systems containing around 256 megabyte (MB) to
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512 MB of RAM.

Read-Only Memory (ROM): Aset of memory chips located on the motherboard that stores

data and instructions that cannot be changed or erased; it holds all the instructions the

computer needs to start up.

Word Size: The number of bits a computer can work with at a time.

Electronic switches are devices inside the computer that flip between two states: 1 or 0, on or

off. Transistors are switches built out of layers of semiconductor. Integrated circuits (or

chips) are very small regions of semiconductor material that support a huge number of

transistors. Integrated circuits enable computer designers to fit millions of transistors into a

very small area.

Key Points:

1. Binary Number System

The binary number system uses only two digits, 0 and 1. It is also referred to as the base 2

number system. It is used instead of the base 10 number system to manipulate the on/off

switches that control the computers actions. Even with just two digits, the binary number

system can still represent all the same values that a base 10 number system can. To provide a

consistent means for representing letters and other characters, codes dictate how to represent

characters in binary format. The ASCII code uses 8 bits (0s and 1s) to represent 255

characters. Unicode uses 16 bits of data for each character and can represent more than

65,000 character symbols.

2. CPU

The CPU executes every instruction given to their computer. CPUs are differentiated by their

processing power (how many transistors are on the microprocessor chip), how quickly the

processor can work (called clock speed), and the amount of immediate access memory the

CPU has (called cache memory). The CPU consists of two primary units: the control unit

controls the switches inside the CPU, and the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) performs logical

and arithmetic calculations.

All CPUs must perform a series of similar general steps. These steps, referred to as a CPU

machine cycle (or processing cycle), include: fetch (loading program and data binary code

into the CPU), decode (translating the binary code into commands the CPU can understand),
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execute (carrying out the commands), and store (placing the results in special memory

storage areas, called registers, before the process starts again).

3. Cache Memory

Cache memory consists of small blocks of memory located directly on and next to the CPU

chip that hold recently or frequently used instructions or data that the CPU needs the most.

The CPU can more quickly retrieve data and instructions from cache memory than from

RAM.

4. RAM

RAM is volatile storage, meaning that when student turn off their computer, the data stored

there is erased. The cheapest and most basic type of RAM is DRAM (dynamic RAM). There

are many types of RAM, including SDRAM, DDR SRAM, and DDR2 DRAM. All of these

forms of RAM store data that the CPU can access quickly.

5. Bus

A bus is an electrical wire in the computers circuitry through which data (or bits) travels

between the computers various components. Local buses are on the motherboard and run

between the CPU and the main system memory. Expansion buses expand the capabilities of

their computer by allowing a range of different expansion cards to connect to the

motherboard. The width of the bus (or the bus width) determines how many bits of data can

be sent along a given bus at any one time.

6 CPUs Manufacturers

Pipelining is a technique that allows the CPU to work on more than one instruction (or stage

of processing) at a time, thereby boosting CPU performance. Adual-processor design has two

separate CPU chips installed on the same system. Dual-core or multiple-processor systems

are often used when intensive computational problems need to be solved. In parallel

processing, computers in a large network each work on a portion of the same problem at the

same time.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Behind The Scenes: Software Programming

Behind The Scenes: Databases And Information Systems
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Topic : Behind The Scenes: Software Programming

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 system development life cycle

 life cycle of a program

 problem statement play in programming

 creating an algorithms

 How do programmers move from algorithm to code and what categories of language might

they code in

 How does a programmer move from code in a programming language to the 1s and 0s the

CPU can understand

 Testing of a program

 Steps involved in completing the program

 Right programming language for a specific task

 Programming languages for Windows and Web applications

Definition/Overview:

Active Server Pages (ASP): A scripting environment in which users combine Hypertext

Markup Language (HTML), scripts, and reusable Microsoft ActiveX server components to

create dynamic Web pages.

C: The predecessor language of C++, developed originally for system programmers by Brian

Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie of AT&T Bell Laboratories in 1978. It provides higherlevel

programming language features (such as if statements and for loops) but still allows

programmers to manipulate the system memory and central processing unit (CPU) registers

directly.

C++: The successor language to C, developed by Bjarne Stroustrup. It uses all of the same

symbols and keywords as C but extends the language with additional keywords, better

security, and more support for the reuse of existing code through object-oriented design.
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Data Type (Or Field Type): Indicates what type of data can be stored in the database field

or memory location.

Debugger: Atool that helps programmers step through a program as it runs to locate errors.

Debugging: The process of running the program over and over to find errors and to make

sure the program behaves in the way it should.

as they enter the code, highlighting keywords and alerting the programmers to typos.

Error Handling: In programming, the instructions that the program runs if the input data is

incorrect or another error is encountered.

First-Generation Languages (1GLs): The actual machine languages of a central processing

unit (CPU), the sequence of bits-1s and 0s- that the CPU understands.

Flowcharts: Visual representations of the patterns an algorithm comprises.

Initial Value: A beginning point in a loop.

Integrated Development Environment (IDE): Adevelopmental tool that helps

programmers write, compile, and test their programs.

Interpreter: Translates source code into an intermediate form, line by line. Each line is then

executed as it is translated.

Java: A platform-independent programming language that Sun Microsystems introduced in

the early 1990s. It quickly became popular because its object-oriented model enables Java

programmers to benefit from its set of existing classes.

Programming: The process of translating a task into a series of commands a computer will

use to perform that task.

Programming Language: A kind of "code" for the set of instructions the central processing
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unit (CPU) knows how to perform.

Prototype: A small model of a computer program, often built at the beginning of a large

project.

Pseudocode: A text-based approach to documenting an algorithm.

Software Updates (Or Service Packs): Small downloadable software modules that repair

errors identified in commercial program code.

Source Code: The instructions programmers write in a higher-level language.

Statements: Sentences in programming code.

An information system includes data, people, procedures, hardware, and software. Teams of

individuals are required to develop systems and an organized process (or set of steps) needs

to be followed to ensure that development proceeds in an orderly fashion. This set of steps is

usually referred to as the system development life cycle (SDLC). There are six steps in the

SDLC. First, a problem or opportunity is identified. Next, the problem is analyzed and a

program specification document is created to outline the project objectives. Next, a detailed

plan for programmers to follow is designed using flowcharts and data-flow diagrams, from

which the development and documentation of the program occurs. The program is then tested

to ensure it works properly and installed so that it can be used. Maintenance and evaluation

continues to ensure a working product is maintained.

Key Points:

1. Life Cycle Of A Program

Each programming project follows a number of stages from conception to final deployment.

The problem statement identifies the task to be computerized and describes how the software

program will behave. An algorithm specifies the sequential steps that describe what the

program must do to complete the work and then is translatedinto very structured

programming code. The code then goes through a process of debugging, in which the

programmers find and repair any errors in the code, and further testing, both by the

programming team and by the people who will use the program. The results of the entire
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project are documented for the users and the development team. Finally, users are trained so

that they can use the program efficiently.

3. Problem Statement In Programming

The problem statement is a very clear description of what tasks the computer program must

accomplish and how the program will execute these tasks and respond to unusual situations.

It describes the input data that users will have at the start of the job, the output that the

program will produce, and the exact processingthat converts these inputs to outputs. In

addition, potential errors and plans to address these errors are identified.

4. Algorithms

For simple problems, programmers create an algorithm by converting the problem statement

into a list of steps (or actions) the program will take. For more complex problems, the

programmer must identify where decision points occur in the list of steps. Some decisions are

yes/no (binary), whereas others create a repeating action (loop). Algorithms are documented

in the form of a flowchart or in pseudocode. Programmers either use a top-down or object-

oriented analysis to produce the algorithm.

5. Moving Algorithm To Code

Computer code uses special words and strict rules to enable programmers to control the CPU

without having to know all of the hardware details of the CPU. Programming languages are

classified in several major groupings, sometimes referred to as generations, with the first

generation being machine language, the binary code of 1s and 0s that the computer

understands. Assembly language is the next generation that uses short, English-like

commands that speak directly to the CPU and gives the programmer very direct control of

hardware resources. Each successive generation in language development relieves

programmers of the burden of keeping track of what the hardware requires and becomes more

closely matched to how humans think about problems.

6. Code In A Programming Language

Compilation is the process by which code is converted into machine language, the language

the CPU can understand. The compiler is the program that understands both the syntax of the

programming language and the exact structure of the CPU and its machine language. It can

translate the instructions programmers have written in the higher-level language into machine

language, the binary patterns that will execute commands on the CPU. Each programming

language has its own compiler with separate versions that are required to compile code that

will run on each different type of processor.
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7. Testing Program

If programmers make errors in the algorithm or in translating the algorithm to code, problems

will occur. Programmers debug the program by running it constantly to find errors and to

make sure the program behaves in the way it should. Once debugging has detected all the

code errors, users, both within the company and outside the company, test the program in

every way they can imagine both as it was intended to be used and in ways only new users

may think up. Before its commercial release, software is often provided at a reduced cost or

no cost in a beta version to certain test sites or to interested users for a last round of testing.

8. Completing The Program

Once testing is completed, technical writers create internal documentation for the program

and the user manuals that will be distributed to users of the program. User training begins

once the software is distributed to teach the user community how to use the software

efficiently.

9. Selection of The Right Programming Language By Programmers

A programming team reviews several considerations before selecting the language. Certain

languages are best used with certain problems. The target language should be well matched to

the amount of space available for the final program. Some projects require the selection of a

language that can produce code that executes in the fastest possible time. Selecting a

language with which the programmers are familiar is also helpful.

10. Windows and Web applications

Visual Basic, C, C++, and Java are among those languages that enable programmers to easily

include Windows control features such as scroll bars, title bars, text boxes, buttons, and

expanding/collapsing menus. To develop Web applications, programmers use

HTML/XHTML for basic Web design. For more complex Web designs, scripting programs

such as JavaScript and VBScript are popular programs. Web page animations are done with

ASP, JSP, Flash, and XML.

Topic : Behind The Scenes: Databases And Information Systems

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:
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 A database

 Components make up a database

 Types of databases

 Database management systems

 Relational databases

 Data warehouses and data marts

 Information system

 Data mining

Definition/Overview:

Alphabetic Check: Confirms that only textual characters are entered in a database field.

Batch Processing:Accumulating transaction data until a certain point is reached, then

processing those transactions all at once.

Browsing: (1) Viewing database records. (2) "Surfing" the Web.

Clickstream Data:Information captured about each click that users make as they navigate a

Web site.

Completeness Check: Ensures that all fields defined as "required" have data entered into

them.

Data Redundancy: When the same data exists in more than one place in a database.

Data Staging: A three-step process: extracting data from source databases, transforming

(reformatting) the data, and storing the data in a data warehouse.

Data Type (Or Field Type) : Indicates what type of data can be stored in the database field

or memory location.

Data Warehouse: Alarge-scale electronic repository of data that contains and organizes in

one place all the data related to an organization.
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Database Administrator (Or Database Designer) : An individual trained in the design,

construction, and maintenance of databases.

Field Size: The maximum number of characters (or numbers) that a field in a database can

contain.

Foreign Key: The primary key of another database table that is included for purposes of

establishing relationships with that other table.

Databases are electronic collections of related data that organize data so that it can be more

easily accessed and manipulated. Properly designed databases cut down on data redundancy

or duplicate data by ensuring relevant data is recorded in only one place. This also helps

eliminate data inconsistency, which comes from having different data about the same

transaction recorded in two different places. And when databases are used, multiple users can

share and access information at the same time. Databases are used any time complex

information needs to be organized or more than one person needs to access it. In these cases,

lists (which are used to keep track of simple information) are no longer efficient.

Key Points:

1. Components Of A Database

The three main components of a database are fields, records, and tables. A category of

information in a database is stored in a field. Each field is identified by a field name, which is

a way of describing the field. Fields are assigned a data type that indicates what type of data

can be stored in the field. Common data types include text, numeric, computational, date,

memo, object, and hyperlink. A group of related fields is called a record. A group of related

records is called a table or file. To keep records distinct, each record must have one field that

has a value unique to that record. This unique field is called a primary key (or a key field).

2. Types Of Databases

The three major types of databases currently in use are relational, object-oriented, and

multidimensional databases. Relational databases are characterized by two-dimensional

tables of data in which a common field is maintained in each of two tables and the

information in the tables is linked by this field. Object-oriented databases store data in
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objects, not in tables. The objects also contain instructions about how the data is to be

manipulated or processed. Multidimensional databases represent data in three-dimensional

cubes to enable faster retrieval of information from the database.

3. Database Management Systems

Database management systems (DBMSs) are specially designed application software (such as

Oracle or Microsoft Access) that interacts with the user, other applications, and the database

itself to capture and analyze data. The main operations of a DBMS are creating databases,

entering data, viewing (or browsing) data, sorting (or indexing) data, extracting (or querying)

data, and outputting data. To extract records from a database, student use a query language.

Almost all relational databases today use structured query language, or SQL. However, most

DBMSs include wizards that enable student to query the database without learning a query

language. The most common form of output for any database is a printed report.

4. Relational Databases

Relational databases operate by organizing data into various tables based on logical

groupings. Because not all of the data in a relational database is stored in the same table, a

methodology must be implemented to link data between tables. In relational databases, the

links between tables that define how the data is related are referred to as relationships. To

establish a relationship between two tables, both tables must have a common field (or

column). Once linked, information can be drawn from multiple tables through the use of

queries (for on-screen viewing of data) or report generators (used to produce printed reports).

5 Data Warehouses And Data

A data warehouse is a large-scale electronic repository of data that contains and organizes in

one place all the relevant data related to an organization. Data warehouses often contain

information from multiple databases. Because it can be difficult to find information in a large

data warehouse, small slices of the data warehouse, called data marts, are often created. The

information in data marts pertains to a single department within the organization, for

example. Data warehouses and data marts consolidate information from a wide variety of

sources to provide comprehensive pictures of operations or transactions within a business.

6. Information System

Information systems are software-based solutions that are used to gather and analyze

information. Information systems fall into one of four categories. An office support system is

designed to assist employees in accomplishing their day-to-day tasks and to improve

communications. A transaction processing system (TPS) is a system that is used to keep track

of everyday business activities. A management information system (MIS) provides timely
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and accurate information that enables managers to make critical business decisions. A

decision support system (DSS) is a system designed to help managers develop solutions for

specific problems.

7. Data Mining

Data mining is the process by which large amounts of data are analyzed to spot otherwise

hidden trends. Through processes such as classification, estimation, affinity grouping,

clustering, and description (visualization), data is organized so that it provides meaningful

information that can be used by managers to identify business trends.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Behind The Scenes: Networking And Security

Behind The Scenes: The Internet: How It Works

Topic : Behind The Scenes: Networking And Security

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 Advantages of a business network

 How a client/server network differ from a peer-to-peer network

 Different classifications of client/server networks

 Components of client/server network?

 Types of servers

 Network topologies (layouts)

 Transmission media

 Software and l network communications

 Network adapters

 devices that assist in moving data around a client/server network

 measures employed to keep large networks secure
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Definition/Overview:

Access Method: Established to control which computer is allowed to use the transmission

media at a certain time.

Active Topology: Anetwork topology in which each node on the network is responsible for

retransmitting the token, or the data, to other nodes.

Coaxial Cable: Asingle copper wire surrounded by layers of plastic insulation and sheathing.

Communications Server: Aserver that handles all communications between the network and

other networks, including managing Internet connectivity.

Data Collisions: When two computers send data at the same time and the sets of data collide

somewhere in the media.

Database Server: A server that provides client computers with access to information stored

in a database.

Decentralized: A type of network in which users are responsible for creating their own data

backups and for providing security for their computers.

Dedicated Servers:Servers used to fulfill one specific function (such as handling e-mail).

Device Driver: Software that facilitates the communication between a device and the

operating system.

E-Mail Server: A server that processes and delivers incoming and outgoing e-mail.

Packet Screening: Involves examining incoming data packets to ensure they originated from

or are authorized by valid users on the internal network.

A network enables employees to communicate with each other more easily even over large

distances. Networks also enable expensive resources, such as printers, to be shared, saving
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the cost of providing these resources to individual employees. Software can be deployed from

a network server, thereby reducing the costs of installation on each users computer. And

networks enable employees to share an Internet connection, avoiding the cost of providing

each employee with a dedicated Internet connection.

Key Points:

1. Client/Server Network Differ From A Peer-To-Peer Network

A client/server network requires that at least one server be attached to the network. The

server coordinates functions such as data transmission and printing. In a peerto- peer

network, each node connected to the network can communicate directly with every other

node on the network, instead of having a separate device exercise control over the network.

Data flows more efficiently in client/server networks than in peer-to-peer networks. In

addition, client/server networks have increased scalability, meaning users can be added to the

network easily.

2. Classifications Of Client/Server Networks

Local area networks (LANs) are small groups of computers (as few as two) and peripherals

linked together over a small geographic area. A group of computers on the floor of the office

where student work is most likely a LAN. Wide area networks (WANs) are comprised of

large numbers of users or of separate LANs that are miles apart and linked together.

Corporations often use WANs to connect two or more branches (such as an office in

Californiaand one in Ohio). Sometimes government organizations or civic groups establish

WANs to link users in a specific geographic area (such as within a city or county). These

special WANs are known as metropolitan area networks (MANs).

4. Components For Client/Server Network

Client/server networks have many of the same components of peer-to-peer networks as well

as some components specific to client/server networks, including servers, a network

topology, transmission media, network operating system (NOS) software, network adapters,

and network navigation devices.

5. Types Of Servers

Dedicated servers are used on large networks to increase efficiency. Authentication servers

control access to the network and ensure that only authorized users can log on. File servers

provide storage and management of user files. Print servers manage and control all printing

jobs initiated on a network. Application servers provide access to application software (such
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as Microsoft Office). Database servers store database files and provide access to users who

need the information in the databases. E-mail servers control all incoming and outgoing e-

mail traffic. Communications servers are used to control the flow of information from the

internal network to outside networks (such as the Internet). Web servers are used to host a

Web site.

6. Network Topologies (Layouts)

In a bus topology, all nodes are connected to a single linear cable. Ring topologies are

comprised of nodes arranged roughly in a circle in which the data flows from node to node in

a specific order. In a star topology, nodes are connected to a central communication device (a

switch) and branch out like points of a star. A hybrid topology is a blending of other types of

topologies in one network. Each topology has its own advantages and disadvantages.

Topology selection depends mainly on two factors: (1) the network budget and (2) the

specific needs of network users (speed, fair allocation of resources, and so on).

7. Transmission Media

In addition to wireless media, three main cable types are used: twisted pair cable, coaxial

cable, and fiber-optic cable. Twisted pair cable consists of four pairs of wires twisted around

each other to reduce interference. Coaxial cable is the same type of cable used by their cable

TV company to run a signal into their house. It provides better shielding from interference

than twisted pair cable but is more expensive. Fiber-optic cable uses glass or plastic bundles

of fiber to send signals using light waves. It provides the largest bandwidth, but is expensive

and difficult to install. Wireless media utilizes radio waves to send data between nodes on a

network.

8. Software & Client/ Server Network

Network operating system (NOS) software needs to be installed on each computer and server

connected to a client/server network to provide the services necessary for the devices to

communicate. The NOS provides a set of common rules (called a protocol) that controls

communication between devices on the network.

9. Network Adapters & Client/Server Network

Network adapters provide three critical functions: (1) They take low-power data signals

generated by the computer and convert them into higher-powered signals that can traverse

network media easily. (2) They break the data generated by the computer into packets and

package them for transmission across the network media. (3) They act as gatekeepers to

control the flow of data to and from the computer. Without a network adapter, a computer

could not communicate on a network.
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10. Devices In Relation To Client/Server Network

Repeaters are used to amplify signals on a network ensuring that signals are received even at

the end of a long cable run. Hubs receive and retransmit signals to all devices attached to

them. Switches are smart hubs in that they can read the address of data packets and retransmit

a signal to its destination instead of to every device connected to the switch. Routers are used

to route data between two different networks such as between a corporate network and the

Internet.

11. Large Networks Secure

Access to most networks requires authentication procedures (such as entering a user ID and

password) to ensure that only authorized users access the network. The system administrator

defines access privileges for users so that they can access only specific files. Network

equipment is physically secured behind locked doors, which are often protected by biometric

access devices. Biometric devices, such as fingerprint and palm readers, use unique physical

characteristics of individuals for identification purposes. Firewalls are also employed to keep

hackers from attacking networks through Internet connections. Packet screeners review

traffic going to and from the network to ascertain whether it was generated by a legitimate

user.

Topic : Behind The Scenes: The Internet: How It Works

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student should be able to understand:

 Who manages and pays for the Internet

 Internet's networking components interact

 data transmissions and protocols

 IP addresses and domain names that are important for Internet communications

 FTP and Telnet

 HTML and XML used for

 e-mail and instant messaging
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Definition/Overview:

Applet: A small program designed to be run from within another application. Java applets

are often run on their computer by their browser through the Java Virtual Machine (an

application built into current browsers).

Commerce Servers: Computers that host software that enables consumers to purchase goods

and services over the Web. These servers generally use special security protocols to protect

sensitive information (such as credit card numbers) from being intercepted.

Common Gateway Interface (CGI): Provides a methodology by which a browser can

request that a program file be executed (or run) instead of just being delivered to the browser.

Connection-Oriented Protocol: Aprotocol that requires two computers to exchange control

packets, which set up the parameters of the data exchange session, prior to sending packets

that contain data.

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP): A protocol for sending e-mail along the Internet to

its destination.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP): A protocol for preparing data for transmission; it

provides for error checking and resending lost data.

User Datagram Protocol (UDP): A protocol that prepares data for transmission but has no

re-sending capabilities.

Virtual Private Network (VPN): Utilizes the public Internet communications infrastructure

to build a secure, private network between various locations.

Web Server: A computer running a specialized operating system that enables it to host Web

pages (and other information) and provide requested Web pages to clients.

Management of the Internet is carried out by a number of nonprofit organizations and user

groups such as the Internet Society (ISOC), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the
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Internet Architecture Board (IAB), the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and

Numbers (ICANN), and the World Wide Web Consortium. Each group has different

responsibilities and tasks. Currently, the U.S.government (and subsequently the U.S.

taxpayers) funds a majority of the Internet costs.

Key Points:

1. Internet Networking Components

Individual computers or networks connect to the Internet using Internet service providers

(ISPs). These providers are ranked in tiers according to the volume of traffic they carry and

the speed at which they transfer data. The connections between Tier 1 ISPs are extremely

high speed and are known collectively as the Internet backbone. Tier 1 ISPs are connected to

Tier 2 ISPs, which are in turn connected to Tier 3 ISPs. Individuals or corporations connect to

Tier 2 or Tier 3 ISPs, which have regional or local focus, respectively. ISPs are connected by

T-lines of various speeds depending on the amount of data flowing between them. The points

of connection between ISPs are known as network access points (NAPs).

3. Data Transmissions And Protocols

Data is transmitted along the Internet using packet switching. Data is broken up into discrete

units known as packets, which can take independent routes to the destination before being

reassembled. Although many protocols are available on the Internet, the main suite of

protocols used to move information over the Internet is TCP/IP. The suite is named after the

original two protocols that were developed for the Internet: the Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP). Whereas TCP is responsible for preparing data

for transmission, IP actually sends data between computers on the Internet.

4. IP Addresses And Domain Names

An IP address is a unique number assigned to all computers connected to the Internet. The IP

address is necessary so that packets of data can be sent to a particular location (computer) on

the Internet. A domain name is merely a name that stands for a certain IP address and makes

it easier for people to remember it. For example, MyWebPage.com is a domain name and is

much easier to remember than the IP address 124.53.111.14. DNS servers act as the phone

books of the Internet. They enable their computer to find out the IP address of a domain by

looking up its corresponding domain name (which student typed into their browser).
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5. FTP and Telnet

The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) enables users to share files that reside on local computers

with remote computers. Current versions of browsers enable student to connect to FTP sites

on the Internet to facilitate downloading or uploading files to and from FTP sites. Telnet is

both a protocol for connecting to a remote computer and a TCP/IP service that would run on

a remote computer to make it accessible to other computers. Telnet enables student to take

control of a remote computer (the server) with their computer (the client) and manipulate files

and data on the server as if student were sitting in front of that server.

6. HTML and XML

The HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is a set of rules for marking up blocks of text so

that a browser knows how to display them. Most Web pages are generated with at least some

HTML code. Blocks of text in HTML documents are surrounded by a pair of tags (such as

<b> and </b> to indicate bolding). These tags and the text between them are referred to as

elements. By examining the elements, their browser determines how to display them on their

computer screen. Because HTML was not designed for information exchange, Extensible

Markup Language (XML) was created. Instead of being locked into standard tags and formats

for data, XML enables users to create their own markup languages to accommodate particular

data formats and needs. XML is used extensively in e-commerce for exchanging data

between corporations.

7. E-Mail And Instant Messaging

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is the protocol responsible for sending e-mail over

the Internet. As in most other Internet applications, e-mail is a client/server application. E-

mail passes through e-mail servers whose function is to store, process, and send e-mail to its

ultimate destination. ISPs and portals such as Yahoo! maintain e-mail servers to provide e-

mail functionality to their customers. Your ISPs e-mail server uses DNS servers to locate the

IP addresses for the recipients of the e-mail student send. Encryption software, such as Pretty

Good Privacy (PGP), is used to code messages so that they can be decoded only by the

authorized recipients.
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